Abstract. A number N is primitive a-abundant if a(M)/M < a < a(N)/N for all proper divisors M of N. In this paper, we tabulate, for 1 < a < 5.4, all such N for which a(N)/N is greatest. We show that, if N is primitive a-abundant and a > 1.6, then a(N)/N < a + min{|,3a/2e5a/9}.
G(a) = max{/7(A?):7Ve77a}, r/a = [N: N e tt0, H(N) = G(a)}, so that Ta consists of those primitive a-abundant numbers N for which a(N)/N is greatest. Of more interest than G is the function G0(a) = G(a) -a. It was shown in
[1] that r" is nonempty and finite and that
(1) G0(a) < min{i,3ae-',V2}, where p = e~y and y is Euler's constant. (For a > 4.8, 3ae"pa/2 < j.) It was also shown in [1] that G0(2) = ^ < .16104 and T2 = {3465}.
JOJ
Our present results, giving G0(a) and Ta for 1 < a < 5.4, are given in Table 1 . The following two theorems are the basis for the computations used to produce the table. Theorem 1 was proved in [1] ; the proof is short and is repeated here for completeness. Theorem 1. IfN e ira, then HiN) < a + a/pa, where p" is any component ofN.
Proof. Suppose HiN) ^ a + a/pa, for some component p" of N. Then, using the fact that a is multiplicative, l v i aN\aipa'x) _aN pa + 1 oipa~l) aN >\ P°) a(p') P p°~x a(p') * P ■ Thus h(N) > a, contradicting N e ira. From Theorem 1, if N e 7ra and we require //(A7) > a + e (e > 0), then/?" < a/e. With a little experimentation, e can be chosen to give a small set of such numbers N, and then G (a) and Ta can be identified.
Theorem 2. Lei a + > 1 ¿>e any real number and define a. by a_= max{n(yV): ]V e ra+}. Then for any a, a_< a < a+, Gia) = Gia+) and Ta = Ta+.
Proof. Suppose a_< a < a+, and take A7 g r", A + e Ta+, so #(#) = C7(a), HiN+) = G(a+). We have n(/Y+) < a_< a < a + < /7(Ar+), so W+e 7Ta. Thus HiN+) < G(a), or (2) G(a + )<G(a).
We then have A(JV) < a < a + < G(a+) « G(a) = HiN), so JVe 7Ta+. Thus //(#)< G(a+), or G (a) < G(a+). With (2), this shows that Gia) = G(a+), and it is then easy to see also that r" = ra+.
In Table 1 , the decreasing sequence (a,), 0 < i < 145, is defined by a0 = 5.4, a, = max{n(Ar):A'e ra/ J (1 < i < 145).
By Theorem 2, if ai+x < a < a, (0 =$ / < 144), then G0i<x) = G0(at) + a¡-a and Ta = Ta¡.
Besides giving a,, G0ia¡) and Ta in Table 1 , we have also given values for Si = Goiai) + «; -«, + i = sup{G0(a): a, + 1 < a ^ a¡).
All values are exact, or, if given to five decimal places, are rounded. If required, the exact value of a, (1 < i < 145) may be found as follows: if N e r has an underlined componentp", then a, = HiN/p).
The values g141 = g144 = .5 show that \ is best possible in (1). If g, < .5, then g, «S .4, with equality when i = 121, 129 and 135. Since 3ae"pa/2 < .4 for a > 5.4, we have Theorem 3. IfN is primitive a-abundant, for a > 1. 6, then o(N) . (2 3ae (i) Can Ta have arbitrarily many elements? We do not know any a for which Ta has other than one or two elements.
(ii) Does there exist a > 2 for which Ta has an odd member? We suggest not, and propose the following more general conjecture. For any natural number n, there exists a rational number ßn such that if a > ßn and N e Ta, then N is divisible by pxp2 ■ • ■ pn, where/?,-is the z'th prime. If this is so, then, from Table 1, & >2, ß2^ 16/7 = H(2 • 3 • 7) (see i = 132) and ß3 > 312/85 = i/(22325 -7-17) (see i = 101). We conjecture further that equality holds in these three cases. • n-13-17
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